FSTE OHS COMMITTEE 2014 – 2016

Biology /Upper Campus
   1. Dr Ketan Christi
   2. Ms Tamara Osborne Naikatini

Chemistry /Upper Campus
   1. Mr Francis Mani
   2. Mr Dinesh Kumar

School of Engineering and Physics / Upper Campus
   1. Mr Radesh Lal
   2. Mr Shiu Dayal Sharma

School of Computing Information & Mathematical Sciences / Upper Campus
   1. Mr Nitesh Nand
   2. Ms. Litia Marou

Institute of Applied Science / Lower Campus
   1. Mr Mohammed Riaz Ali
   2. Ms.Akata Raualesi

School of Marine Studies / Lower Campus
   1. Mr Shiv Sharma
   2. Mr Jone Lima

Pacific Centre for Environment & Sustainable Development / Lower Campus
   1. Ms.Nirupa Ram- Tokuma
   2. Mr.Nasoni Roko